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It is shown that the dynamic mass generation can destroy the

multiplicative renormalisaticm relations and lead to new

type divergences in the massive phase. To remove these diver-

gences the values of the bare coupling constants must be

fixed. The phase diagrams of gauge theories are discussed.
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Divergences in field theories with seal invariant lag-

rangians (for example,massless electrodynamics and chromody-

namics)lead to a breakdown of scale invariance.In the normal

phase of these theories where all bare and physical masses

are equal to zero the breakdown is determined by the multi-

plicative renormalization relations [л]

for Green functions r
w
(here {p]=(p

it
 p

iJ4
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n
)

f
 /\ piaye

the role of a cut-off parameter, Л is the coupling

constant)•

It ie commonly believed that the dynamic mass generation

doesn't destroy these multiplicative relations. The consequence

is that the physical mass ев are renormalization group invariant

and the form of the massive phase Green functions <3oeea*t de-

pend on (Л,£л}<
Is this scale invariance breakdown the шовЬ general? Sine*

the renormalization relations (1) are proved only for the noiv

mal phase of the theory, the answer to this questinn le not.



obvious.

In this paper we indicate the dynamic mass generation
mechanism which destroys the multiplicative relations (1). In
the massive phase divergences of a new type occur. To remove
these divergences the value of the bare coupling constant must
be fixed. This value coincides with the critical point separa-
ting the maesless and the massive phases of theories.

A number of dynamic phenomena in quantum field theories
have analogues in quantum mechanics (for example, the tunneling
process). So, it seems useful to examine the scale invariance
breakdown for the massless Dirac equation with the Coulomb po-
tential - dfy (t= *%;)• For the values d.<£ i (^Jc - /J'/) the
scale invariance of this equation is manifested in the absence
of hydrogen-like stationary levels. In this case there is only
a continuous spectrum with energy t^O and F^O (Dirac
sea). However, when ci>i the situation is drastically chan-
ged. For these supercritical values of ck the fall into the
Coulomb centre (collapse) takes place [2] . in this case it is
necessary to complete a definition of the problem by introducing
a cutoff Л~ fio at small distances '. The consequence is that
the scale invariance becomes broken.

For simplicity, a cutoff of the form

Vfl)= 'ft &{T'Zo) * t e«°-V] (3)
wil l be used.

Following Refs. ^2,j7 * we shall look for the solutions
corresponding to the Breit-Wigner (BW) resonance levels £(J/n£<(j
which define an outgoing positron wave. The physical content of
this solution i s as follows: the lifetime of a resonance T^
defines the time of vacuum rearrangement under which the elect-
ron-positron pairs are created spontaneously from the vacuum;

The mathematical reason for this i s connected with the fact
that the Dirac operator for the strong Coulomb f ie ld (A>1
has nonzero defect indices, [ 2 ] .
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the positrons go to infinity and the electrons are coupled
to the Coulomb centre. As a result, the supercritical charge
of the centre is shielded.

In the region Z T'Zc the solution of the Dirac equation
with the potential (3) is expressed through the Whittaker
functions [1] Щ,£&0(Р-£ -idtsQ^fiTT j JC = -?iet ) , and
in the region 1£ Xo through the elementary functions. By
equating the logarithmic derivatives of these two solutions
at ^- %Q , we get the energy spectrum for the /2
8W levels

* - ёЛ (sap - iaaf)

At small distances ( JC«J ) the Whittaker function

where J/, CL are some numerical constants. In the limit f\~*OO ,
o( У 1 this function has an infinite number of seroes - the
typical evidence of a collapse (the absence of the ground state)
fzj . This agrees with the fact that the 6nergy <f ' becomes
infinite in this limit.

 (jJ

However, there is another limit: A~* OO , € *canst'. in
this limit the value

is fixed, the wave function

(я)
and all BW resonances with fl^£ disappear ( £ -+Q , ft&C ).
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We can regard this limit as some renormalization proce-

dure (compare with (2)):

However, as can eae.ily verified, relations (1) for the

function (5) are not valid. Moreover, in the limit A~*OO ,

с г ccmt the form of this function is drastically changed:

oscillations disappear (see (?)). The physical reason for this

is clear: removing the cutoff and preserving the energy £

to be finite we get rid of the collapse and, as a consequence,

get rid of its manifestation, oscillations. Thus, the viola-

tion of the relations (1) is determined by the very essense of

the fall into the centre phenomenon.

We emphasize that the quantum-mechanical divergence consi-

dered above is not connected riththe loop divergences of field

theories.

In the massless QED the problem of the Coulomb centre is

substituted by the positronium problem and B'.V resonances by

tachyons. In Ref. [$] wi examined (in the ladder approximation)

the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation for the positronium and showed

that tachyon levels appear only for the supercritical values of

the coupling cHo><*c - Щ/ •
 T n e m a s s

 spectrum of tachyons has

the form

- - /f /vn r j о
- /\ eXPL ffi-r^J, «--#-; (9)

/z - i г •• • •

where /\ is the Lorentz-invariant cutoff.

The occurence of tachyons implies the instability of nor-

mal phase vacuum. The vacuum rearrangement is determined by

'Just as in the Coulomb centre problem, the dynamics at the
snail distances is primarily responsible for this tachyon
solution. Therefore the coupling do nust be identified
with the bare coupling coiistant.
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tachyon quantum numbers. In our case the BS wave function of

the tachyon solution пав the form /"5/

*- (Ъ&р Xf'fy
where £ and г are the relative and the total momentum, res
pectively (P'L=-/?/£),

and the scalar functions

(11)

where ^ = /л*Л / , /J ~ // - К , г is a hypergeometrie
function. Since Eq. (10) iirDlies

the tachyons have the chiral charge (Js = - 2« Therefore the va-
cuum rearrangement must lead to the chiral symmetry breakdown
(fermion mass generation).

Why is the normal phase vacuum rearrangement for massless
QED so different from the vacuum rearrangement for the supercri-
tical Coulomb centre? Let us imagine a test positron with a su-
percritical charge do ><^c • Li^e the Coulomb centre, i t creates
an eV'-pair from the vacuum and binds the created electron
thus forming a tachyon. But now the fate of the remaining posit-
ron is quite different: since i t s charge is also supercritical,
i t , in turn, creates an fV-pair, and eo on. As a result, the
tachyon condensate with a chiral charge Qs arises.

The physical reason for vacuum stabilization accompanied by
the occurence of a fermion mass is clean as is known from the
problem of the Coulomb centre, the crit ical value o<r grows with
increasing fermion mass [2] . In massless QED the electron ac-
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qulree a mass but the bare coupling constant remains unchan-

ged. As a result, the vacuum becomes stable.

The value of the physical fermion mass /71 can be deter-

mined by requiring that the tachyon mode disappears and the

pseudoBcalar Goldetone appears '. As it turns out to be

Using asymptotic formulas for the hypergeometric func-
t ions we find that for large <£d (small distances)

Xs.T ~ (r/f*J Cds(fiFT& fa t const) .
This asymptotic form corresponds to the collapse (сотр. with
(5)).However, in the limit A~+cot//ff*tf)kootbB coupling cons
tant

^W/y = Щ (13)
i s fixed, the function

and a l l tachyons with /7Ъ-Z disappear. In Ref. [*?] we identified
the cr i t i ca l value Ыс with the Gell-Mann-Low fixed point for
the baxe coupling cko • As i t i s seen, this value i s the bounda-
ry of the collapse region f or cAo •

Just as the Coulomb wave functions the wave functions (12)
don ft satisfy the multiplicative relations (1 ) . The formal cause
of th i s violation i s connected here with the violation of the
relat ion <А./{—/2&л where jj i s the renormalization constant of
the photon propagator. Indeed, despite the fact that in the lad-
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der approximation the constant ̂  = 1 , the charge renormaliza-

tion (13) takes place for this solution. Thus, for supercriti-

cal do >'-*<• there ie an additional (purely dynamic) renormali-

zation of the charge.

It is useful to compare this dynamic mass generation me-

chanism with the known Johnson-Jiak.er-Willey(JBW) mechanismZ"67 .

In the approximation with a bare vertex and a free photon pro-

pagator [_6
f
 7] the ultraviolet asymptotic behaviour of the solu-

tion of the Schwinger-Lyson equation for the fermion mass

function/^/^Cpropagator J - Aa/i»j- А//У) )
 i e

when the coupling c{
0
 ̂o(

c
 . This is the JBW solution. However,

when the constant o(o becomes supercritical, the asymptotic

behaviour is changed in a drastic way

f/ £). (16)

The bare fermion mass [7]

Therefore for the JBW solution the bare mass

is equal to zero only after the cutoff is removed. Another situa-

tion occurs for the solution (16) with the characteristic osci-

llations: in this case the condition (17) with zero bare maae

determines the physical mass spectrum of the form (9)•

For the JBW solution the mass parameter /# doeen't depend

on the cutoff ( $j\ ~C ) and the mass renormalizetion (18)

takes place. This leads to an explicit rather than a spontaneous

violation of ^.-symmetry [i] . In the examined approximation

the charge renormalization for this solution is absent C^ r/ )•
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So in this саэе the renormalization group Q -function /i/

equals zero, which leads to the power asymptotic (15) for

For the solution (16) the mass parameter /77. depends on A

f̂ О ) but £Щ _ Ш J. <&# фд -0. The mass renormali-

zatlon is absent, but the additive charge renormalization

(13) takes place. As a consequence, the multiplicative rela-

tions (1) are destroyed and the violation of the fc -symmetry

(in the above approximation when tf
s
 -anomalies are absent)

is spontaneous.

We would like to indicate a soluble model, the massless

Thirring model, where fermion mass generation of the conside-

red type occurs. In the normal phase of this model the charge

renormalization is absent ( p -function equals zero) which

leads to the scale covariant (with anomalous dimensions)

Green fmictions [&] . However, as it was recently shown by

Me Coy and Wu/"9/ , in a regularized (by a lattice cutoff)

version of this model the massive phase exists for the.super-

critical coupling constant $t<$c - -
 Jl
/l , When cutoff is

removed and the fermion mass remains finite (О 4. /77 < &° )i

the coupling а Ьесотев fixed: q= 9
C
= - fyz . The critical

value 9c coincides with the boundary of the collapse region

established by Coleman /io/ .

The phase diagram of the Thirring model is as follows.

Since the (3-function equals zero for the subcritical values

of the coupling constant%9> ~
 J
$k t these values form the line

of the fixed points. The massive phase C^V- "^ ) bas only

one fixed point * & ~ 9c ̂  ~
J
fe % separating the massless and the

massive phases.

In the approximation considered above the phase diagram

of massless QED is very similar: fi>~ О for all &о/э(с » and

the fixed point 0<c separates massless and massive phases '. In

connection between phase diagrams of 4—dimension gauge
theories and some ̂ -dimension models was discussed in Refs
[Л1/using a different approach.
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the full theory the diagram that we suggest takes the follo-

wing form: when <X
a
<?o(

c
-^ i , the vacuum polarization effects

renonnalize the charge and lead to the Gaussian infrared stable

fixed point o(=0 /i2/ . The consequence is that when cutoff

is removed, the free field theory corresponds to all values

&o <"*̂ c (Landau-Pomeranchuk-Fradkin zero-charge situation

[л] ) . When c<
0
 becomes larger than oi

c
 t the additional

charge renormalization arises. This renormalization works

in a direction opposite to that of polarization effects:

whence for the former сХ/ч decreases with «increasing A

(see Eq, 13 ), for the latter O(/\ increases as A increa-

ses (/j<£l)fol . Go one can expect that in QED th non-Gaus-

sian fixed point cKc exists and the nontrivial '. ocal

( /\= со ) field theory corresponds to this value of cK
o
 .

Another situation occurs in quantum chromodynamics (QCD).

As was shown in Refs. /"13»1̂ 7 » *
n e
 Bathe-Salpeter equation of

a pure Yang-Mills theory has the colourless tachyon solution

i.e. the critical 9c
x
 О here. A similar situation takes place

Ln QPD with a small enough number of quark flavours f\b] •

The vacuum rearrangement corresponding to this tachyon can

result in the gluons acquiring a mass. The colourless nature of

;he tachyon gaurantees the equality of the тавв for all gluons

the role of gluon mass generation for the quark confinement is

.iscussed in Ref. /15.7).

The results of the present paper lead naturally to the fol-

owing questions. Does an additional dynamic divergence corree-

ond to the occurence of this colourless tachyon? Or is its t>ccu

ence (as well as the colour tachyon pole in tha gluon propagatoi

etermined by ordinary divergences? These questions will be dis-

use ed elsewhere.

I am grateful to P.I.Fomin, V.P.Gusynin^ Tu.A.Sitenko for

seful discussions.
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